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PAPER-BAG MACH NE. 

SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 735,883, dated August 4, 1903. 
Application filed April 9, 1902, Serial No. 102,027, (No model.) 

To all, whom it may concern: 
Be it known that I, EDWIN J. HowLETT, a 

citizen of the United States of America, re 
siding in the city and county of Philadelphia, 

5 in the State of Pennsylvania, have invented 
a certain new and useful Improvement in Pa 
per-Bag Machines, of which the following is 
a true and exact description, reference being 
had to the accompanying drawings, which 

lo form a part thereof. .. 
Myinvention relates to machinery for mak 

ing paper bags, and has for its object to pro 
vide a machine for this purpose at once sim 
ple and efficient. 
My machine incorporates in somewhat-im 

proved form the mechanism for opening the 
ends of bellows-folded blanks into diamond 
folds, which mechanism is described and 
shown in the patent to Justus Doering, No. 
626,369, of June 6, 1899, the special object of 
my invention being to combine this or equiv 
alent diamond-folding mechanism with tube 
forming, with slitting mechanism, and with 
mechanism for converting the diamond-fold 
ed blanks into paper bags. 
The general nature of my invention, both 

in its features of general organization and 
also in the features of particular improve 
ments of parts, will be best understood as de 

3o scribed in connection with the drawings in 
which my said invention is illustrated, and in 
which 

Figures 1 and 1 constitute a plan view of 

25 

my machine; Figs, 2 and 2, a central longi 
35 tudinal section on the line 22 of Figs. 1 and 

1". Fig. 3 is a perspective view of the paper 
cutting device which makes the first slit in 
the tube; Fig. 4, a perspective view of the 
feed-rolls immediately succeeding to the said 
slitting device; Fig. 5, a perspective view of 
the cutting mechanism which separates the 
bellows-folded tube into bag-blanks connect 
ed by a narrow web of paper. Fig. 5 is a 
side elevation of one of the cams operating 
in connection with the cutting-roll of Fig. 5, 
and Fig. 5 a sectional view illustrating the 
connection of the cutter with the roll. Fig. 

45 

6 is a plan view of the diamond-folding mech 
anism on a larger scale. Fig. 7 is a longitu 

paste-drum removed. Fig. 15 is a longitudi 

line 23 23 of Fig. 22. 

dinal sectional view taken on the line 77 of 5o 
Fig. 6. Fig. 8 is a cross-sectional view of the 
side-folding devices, taken on the section-line 
88 of Fig. 7. Fig. 9 is a perspective view of 
one of the said side-folding devices. Fig. 10 
is a plan view, on a still larger scale, of one of 55 
the wing-folding devices which operate to 
form the diamond fold. Fig. 11 is a detached 
view showing the entrance position of the 
wing-folders with respect to the tube; Fig. 
12, a similar view showing the action of the 
wing-folders on the tube. Fig. 13 is a longi 
tudinal sectional view taken on the line 13 13 
of Fig. 10. Fig. 14 is an elevation of the rear 
end of the machine with the paste-box and 
nal sectional view taken on the line 15 15 of 
Fig. 14. Fig. 16 is a detached elevation of 
one of the cams acting on the tucker-blade in 
the roll l. Fig. 17 is a detached view of the 
pocket-drum-actuating mechanism. Fig. 18 
is a diagrammatic elevation illustrating the 
position of the parts just before the tucker P 
forces the bag-blank into the grip of the rolls 
O and O'. Fig. 19 is another diagrammatic 
view illustrating the action of the tucker in 
delivering the bags to the rolls O O". Fig. 20 
is a perspective view illustrating the assem 
blage of the creasing, pasting, and cutting 
rolls which act upon the diamond-folded 
blanks. Fig. 21 is a perspective view illus 
trating the assemblage of the tucker-blade 
with the rolls O and O' and their relationship 
to the pocket-drum and other mechanism. 
Fig. 22 is an end view, on a large scale, of the 
pocket-drum and coacting mechanism. Fig. 
23 is a side elevation of said drum and coact 
ing devices, partly shown in section, on the 

Fig. 24 is a side eleva 
tion of the drum and coacting devices shown 
on the broken section indicated at 24 24 of 
Fig. 23. Fig. 25 is a cross-sectional view of 
the pocket-drum, taken on the line 25 25 of 
Fig. 24. Fig. 26 is a perspective view illus 
trating the formation of the web of paper into 
a bellows-folded tube. Fig. 27 is a perspec 
tive view illustrating the various operations 
performed on the tube up to the formation of 
the diamond fold thereon. Fig. 28 is a per 
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spective view illustrating the condition of the 
blank after it is creased and severed from 
the preceding blank. Fig. 29 is a perspec 
tive view of the bag as it is delivered to the 
pocket-drum. 
A indicates the frame of the machine; B, 

the spindle upon which the roll of paper from 
which the web is drawn is secured, B' indi 
eating the paper-roll itself, and b the web of 
paper drawn from it. . 

B° and B are guide-rolls over which the 
web passes on its way to the tube-forming 
mechanism, B' indicating a paste-trough, and 
B° a paste-wheel, by which a line of paste is 
applied to one edge of the paper as it is passed 
over the guide-roll P. This mechanism and 
the tube-forming mechanism (indicated in 
Figs. 1 and 2 and partly in Figs. 1 and 2* 
and generally designated by the letter C) are 
of a usual well-understood construction, C 
indicating the former or prolongation of the 
former around which the bellows-folded tube 
is formed. . 

Motion is communicated to the various 
moving parts of my machine by a train of 
gearing which may be briefly described as 
follows: D is the main driving-shaft, having 
secured to it fast and loose pulleys (indicated 
at D' and D) and a hand-wheel, (indicated 
at D.) The shaft D has secured to it the 
gear-wheel D, which engages and drives the 
gear-wheel d, secured to the shaft d, lying 
immediately above the shaft D. The gear 
wheel D also engages and drives the inter 
mediate gear D, which in turn actuates the 
gear-wheel D, secured on the shaft D, said 
gear-wheel Dactuating a superimposed gear 
wheel d', secured to the shaft d", and the 
gear-wheel D'also actuates the intermediate 
gear D, which drives the gear D9, secured to 
the shaft D, said gear-wheel D' engaging a 
gear don an upper shaft d'. The gear-wheel 
D also engages and drives the intermediate 
gear D', which in turn engages the gear-wheel 
D, secured on the shaft d", and the gear D1 
drives the intermediate gear d8, which com 
municates motion to the gear D, secured on 
the shaft d. The gear D1 engages the in 
termediate gear D', which communicates mo 
tion to the gear D on the shaft D, another 
gear-wheel on the same shaft D communi 
cating motion to the gear d on the shaft d. 
and also to the gear Don the shaft D9. The 
gear Dalso communicates motion to a gear 

55 wheel D°, loosely journaled on the shaft D. 
and communicating motion to the gear D* 
on the shaftD, another gear D° on the shaft 
D'communicating motion through the gear 
wheel d' to the shaft d8. 

Returning now to the operative parts of 
the machine, the shaft d" has secured to it a 
cylindricalenlargement (indicated at E) which 
is formed (see Figs. 2 and 3) with a trans 

; verse cavity E", through which extends the 
knife-carrying bare, supporting the knife E°, 
Eindicating a spring which tends to press 
the knife outward or into operative position. 

785,883 

To the upper end of the bar E is pivotally 
secured a lever E, pivoted at one end to the 
shaft through a collar E and having its free 
end E resting in contact with a stationary 
cam E, surrounding the shaft d. and sup 
ported from the frame by an arm E. The 
cam is so proportioned as to permit the knife 
E* to come into operation on the upper ply of 
the paper tube to form a slit in the said ply, 
such as is indicated at b°, (see Fig. 27,) b'in 
dicating the bellows-folded tube. The bel 
lows-folded tube next passes through the feed 
rolls F and f, secured on the shafts D'and d", 
and thence it passes to the slitting-rolls G. 
and g. (Best shown in Figs. 5 and 5.) These 
slitting-rolls are secured on the shafts D and 
d, the lower roll being formed with cutting 
grooves, (indicated at G',) while the upper roll 
g is formed with cavities g, opening into lon 
gitudinal slits g', 'G' indicating knife-blades 
secured on plungersg', which extend into the 
cavity g and are pressed out by springs G. 
The knife-blades and plungers have out 
wardly-extending arms G, which extend into 
cans G, supported on arms G and having 
portionsg', which permit the cutters to come 
down and cut through the paper into creases 
G' and immediately withdraw the cutters. 
The effect of these cutters is to form the 
transverse slits bb, extending through all 
the plies of the paper, and other cutting 
knives (indicated at G) form at the same 
time the longitudinal slits indicated at b. 
The effect of the slitting and cutting opera 
tions performed upon the tube is to sever it 
into a series of bag-blanks connected only by 
narrow tongues of paper on the under ply 
as, for instance, is well illustrated in Fig. 27. 
The tube of paper partly separated into bag 
blanks, as above described, passes next over 
the rotating endless apron of the diamond 
folding apparatus which, as shown in my 
drawings, is for the most part practically 
identical with that of the Doering patent, 
No. 626,369, aforesaid. This mechanism is 
best shown in Figs. 6 to 13, inclusive, H Hin 
dicating sprocket - wheels secured on the 
shafts d' d', H'H' indicating endless chains 
passing over these spur-wheels and support 
ing-platform, (indicated at H.) Upon certain 
equally-disposed platforms (indicated at h’) 
are secured the wing-folding fingers in the 
same way as described in the Doering pat 
ent-that is to say, the finger-supporting 
frames I are pivoted on studs I, extending 
upward from the platform h and normally 
pressed outward by the action of a spring i, 
their inward movement being limited by the 
stop-rods I'. The frames I have extending 
upward from them the non-rotative fingers I. 
The frames also support the shaft, (indicated 
at I',) upon the end of which is secured the 
rotative finger I, with the spring-nipper I 
connected with it, the shaft also supporting 
the transverse defining finger or plate I'. To 
the shafts I" are attached the cam-contacting 
levers, (indicated at I and Ill.) 
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JJ represent longitudinally-extending cam 
bars supported over the upper face of the ta 
bles H, as shown, and having upon them cam 
paths. J', adapted to act upon the levers I 
and I", and also a cam-path J*, adapted to 
act upon the standards I. - 

... The operation of the fingers will be well 
understood and is exactly the same as in the 
Doering patent aforesaid. When the blanks 
are received on the tables of the endless 
aprons, the fingers are retracted, as shown in 
Fig. 7 blanks move forward with the same 
speed as the table, and the cams J, acting on 
the standards I, press the fingers which are 
folded together, as shown in Figs. 10, 11, and 
13, into the bellows folds of the tube, the 
finger I' passing over the top of the tube. 
The cams J' next operate successively on the 

25 

levers I and I, folding over the fingers I 
and I' from the position shown in Figs. 10 
and 11 to that shown in Fig. 12, opening up 
the diamond approximately, as shown in the 
partly-distended blank of Fig. 27, while or 
just after the wing-folders have performed 
their operation on the blank it goes between 
the side-folder plates. (Best shown in Figs. 
8 and 9.) The device here illustrated is se 
cured to the cam-supporting bars J-through 

35 

upwardly-extending studs, (indicated at K,) 
to the top of which are firmly secured the 
bars K, having pivoted at their ends the le 
vers K. 

K” represents plates through which the 
studs K pass and which are held up in the 
position shown in Figs. 8 and 9 by the action 
of springs K'. The plates Khave vertically 
extending portions K, to the lower edge of 
which are pivoted the folder-plates K, said 

45 
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plates being normally drawn up, as shown by 
the action of springs K and also by the free 
ends of rods K. The plates Kare connected 
with pivot-levers K0 by links K', and the le 
vers K, pivoted to the frames J at Ki', have 
on their free ends cam-rollers K, which lie in 
the path of cam projections H, secured to ap 
propriate tables H of the traveling pulley. In 
operation, the blank with the partly-distended 
diamond lying between the upwardly-extend 
ingfolder-blanks K", the cams Hicome in con 
tact with the cam-roller K, turning the Ile 
ver, K and drawing the plate K downward. 
This plate has a slotted extension K, through 
which the lever K extends, and the upper 
part of this slot as the lever moves upward 
presses it downward, so that the folder-plates 
are moved from the position shown in full 
lines to that shown in dotted lines in Fig. 8, 
with the effect of flattening down the dia 
mond to the complete form. (Shown in Fig.27.) 
This side-folding device is an improvement 
upon the mechanism provided for a similar 
purpose in the Doering patent and has been 
found to give better results. 

Passing now to the mechanism which com 
pletes the bag, I will state that the diamond 
folded connected series of blanks pass from 
the table upon which the diamond folds are 

3 

formed between the rolls L and l, secured to 
the shafts D and d. These rolls in their 
coaction serve at the same time as feed-rolls 
and as creasing-rolls, which form the trans 
verse crease-lines, (indicated at band b in 
Fig. 28.) For this purpose the roll l is pro 
vided with a fixed creasing-bladel, which in 
coaction with the slot L' in the roll L is suffi 
cient to form the front creaseb'. The roller lis 
also provided with a creasing-bladel, which 
is readily movable in a slot formed in the face 
of the roll and pressed outward by springs, as 
indicated in Fig. 15. The ends of the creas 
ing-bar project from the sides of the roll, as 
indicated at ll, and work in the camsl, sup 
ported on the arms l', and which permit the 
springs to force the creasing-bar linto the 
slot L of the lower roll and immediately 
withdraw the same, the effect being to form a 
much stronger crease at b, where the crease 
has to be through numerous plies of paper. 
The roll I also serves as a feed-roll and cut 
ting-roll in its combination with a roll M, se 
cured on the shaft E, said roll M also serv 
ing as a paste-applying roll, having a portion 
of its face (indicated at M”) elevated and of 
the conformation of the line of paste to be 
applied to the diamond, as shown in Fig. 28, 
said elevated face running in contact with 
the paste - drum N in the paste - trough N'. 
Said roll Malso has a knife-block M' secured 
to its face, which operates in connection with 
a knife L, secured across the roll L, which 
knife severs the blanks from each other on 
the line indicated at b, Fig. 28. From the 
rolls L and M the creased and pasted blanks 
are fed downward in front of the rolls O and 
O', secured on the shaft d and D, to ap 
proximately the position indicated in Fig. 18, 

75 
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and in this position the blanks are engaged 
by the advancing tucker P, secured on lever 
arms P, which in turn are secured to a rock 
shaft P, having secured to it the cam-lever 
P", which rests in contact with the cam O on 
the shaft d', a spring P acting to hold the 
cam-lever in contact with the face of the cam. 

O 

The action of the tucker E8 is indicated in 
Figs. 18 and 19, where it is shown as forcing 
the blank into the bight of the rolls O and O', 
forming what is known in the art as a “blind 

ing drum secured on the shaft D*, said drum 

II5 

fold.' From the rolls O and O'the blind-folded 
bags are delivered into pockets of the rotat 

being made up of a hub S, to which are se 
cured the side plates S'S' and from which ex 
tend the radial portions SS, forming a se 
ries of pockets in the face of the drum. Ex 
tending through the face of the pockets and I 25 through the walls S' are a series of shafts S 
S', &c., to which are secured the presser-plates 
S5 S5. 
ing levers S, to which are connected springs 
S, the action of which is to press plates S. 

i against the partition S. From the other ends 
of the shafts Sextend cam-contacting levers 

At one side the shafts Shave project 

S, cam-rollers on the end of which are acted 
on by the cam S', secured around the shaft   
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D', as well shown in Figs. 22, 23, 24, and 25. 
The action of this cam is to cause the plate 
S to move away from contact with the par 
titions S for the purpose both of affording 
entry to the bags and also of permitting them 
to fall out of the drum. The pocket-drum is 
secured to the shaft D', which shaft is actu 
ated by the action of the rotating shaft d, 
engaging at each rotation in one of the teeth 
of the star-wheel Q, secured on the shaft D', 
as shown in Fig. 17. This gives to the shaft 
and pocket - drum an intermittent rotative 
movement, causing a further pocket to be pre 
sented to receive a bag from the rolls O O" 
at each rotation of said rolls, and in order to 
prevent the shaft and drum from moving too 
fast I have secured on the shaft D the brake 
wheel T, over which passes the friction-band 
T", secured to and adjusted by the screws T. 
In operation the blind-folded bags are fed by 
the rolls O and O' into a pocket of the drum, 
the presser-plate and pocket in registry be 
ing turned back, as well shown in Fig. 15, 

- and immediately thereafter the drum makes 
25 
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a partial rotation, the cam S' causing the 
presser-plate to close down on the inserted 
bag-bottom, pressing it against the partition, 
and at the next movement of rotation the cam 
again operates to press the presser-plate back, 
permitting the bag to fall out of the bight, 
as indicated at b' in Fig. 15, and for the pur 
pose of opening the bag out into proper posi 
tion and obliterating the blind fold I provide 
the feed-rolls U and U', which seize the front 
end of the bag and of course press back the 
body of the bag. By preference I surround 
the roll U with a belt U, which passes also 
over a roll U, and which serves to carry away 
the bag, also insuring it longer contact with 
the roll U'. 
Having now described my invention, what 

I claim as new, and desire to secure by Letters 
Patent, is- - 

1. In a paper-bag machine, the combination 
of mechanism for forming a bellows-folded 
tube and slitting the same into a series of 
blanks connected by a narrow neck on the 
under side only, of a rotating table arranged 
to receive the blanks from the forming mech 
anism and having connected to it two or more 
sets of tube-distending fingers, mechanism for 
moving said fingers in and out as the table 
advances, so as to engage and disengage the 
bellows folds of the tube, mechanism for ro 
tating the movable fingers while engaged 
with the folds to spread open the bottoms of 
the blanks, mechanism for folding down the 
sides of the distended tube end formed by 
the fingers to form a diamond, acting on the 
blank while it is carried by the table, and 
mechanism arranged to receive the connect 
ed diamond-folded blanks from the table, 
having in combination devices for cutting 
said blanks apart and folding in the ends of 
the diamond folds to complete the bags. 

2. In a paper-bag machine, the combination 
of mechanism for forming a bellows-folded 

tube and slitting the same into a series of 
blanks connected by a narrow neck on the 
under side only, of a rotating table arranged 
to receive the blanks from the forming mech 
anism and having connected to it, two or more 
sets of tube-distending fingers, mechanism for 
moving said fingers in and out as the table 
advances, so as to engage and disengage the 
bellows folds of the tube, mechanism for 
rotating the movable fingers while engaged 
with the folds to spread open the bottoms of 
the blanks, mechanism for folding down the 
sides of the fold formed by the fingers and 
mechanism arranged to receive the connect 
ed, diamond-folded blanks from the table, 
having in combination devices for creasing 
the blanks across on the lines of the final 
folds, cutting the connected blanks apart, and 
folding the ends of the diamond over on the 
crease-lines to complete the bag. 

3. In a paper-bag machine, the combination 
of mechanism for forming a bellows-folded 
tube and slitting the same into a series of 
blanks connected by a narrow neck on the 
under side, of a rotating table, arranged to re 
ceive the blanks from the forming mechanism 
and having connected to it two or more sets 
of tube- distending fingers, mechanism for 
moving said fingers in and out as the table 
advances to engage and disengage the bel 
lows folds of the tube, mechanism for rotat 
ing the movable fingers while engaged with 
the folds, to spread open the bottoms of the 
blanks, wing-folders K K, secured to the 
frame of the machine, mechanism for actu 
ating said wing-folders actuated by cams on 
the table and whereby the wing-folders are 
brought down against the sides of the dia 
mond fold as each partly-distended blank 
passes them, and mechanism for severing the 
diamond-folded blanks and folding them into 
bags and arranged to receive the connected 
blanks from the table. 

4. In a paper-bag machine, the combination. 
with folding mechanism for completing the 
folds of a bag, a receiving-drum having a se 
ries of pockets into which the bag-bottoms are 
successively delivered, a series of pressers, 
one secured in each pocket, means for inter 
mittently and rotatively moving the drum, 
and means for actuating the pressers to grip 
and press each bag-bottom and subsequently 
release the same. 

5. In a paper-bag machine, the combination 
with folding mechanism for completing the 
folds of a bag, a receiving-drum, having a se 
ries of pockets into which the bag-bottoms are 
successively delivered, a series of pressers, 
one secured in each pocket, a pair of feed 
rolls placed beneath the pocket-drum to re 
ceive the bags therefrom, means for inter 
mittently revolving the drums, means for ac 
tuating the pressers to close on and compress 
the bag-bottoms as the drum-pocket moves 
away from its receiving position, and to re 
lease the bags when in position to fall into 
the grip of the feed-rolls. 
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6. In a bag-machine, the combination of said tube into bag-blanks connected by nar 

mechanism for forming a Web of paper into a 
bellows-folded tube, mechanism for cutting 
said tube into bag-blanks connected by nar 

Io 

15 

row necks of paper on the underply and mech 
anism for opening the ends of the connected 
blanks into diamond folds, of bag-finishing 
mechanism having in combination, a pair of 
creasing-rolls adapted to crease the diamond 
on the lines of the final folds, pasting-rolls ar 
ranged to receive and apply paste to the 
creased diamonds, a cutter operating to sever 
the connecting-necks of paper, a pair of feed 
rolls O O", in front of which the pasted blanks 
are presented, a tucker P, operating to force 
the blanks into the bight of rolls O O", as de 
scribed, a receiving-drum having a series of 
pockets into which the bags are delivered by 
rolls O O", said drum having in each pocket 

2O. a presser-plate, means for intermittently ro 
tating the drum, and means for operating the 
presser-plates so that they open to receive the 
bags, close on said bags, and again open to 
deliver the same. 

7. In a bag-machine, the combination of 
mechanism for forming a web of paper into a 
bellows-folded tube, mechanism for cutting 

25. 

row necks of paper on the underply and mech 
anism for opening the ends of the connected 
blanks into diamond folds, of bag-finishing 
mechanism having in combination, a pair of 
creasing-rolls adapted to crease the diamond 
on the lines of the final folds, pasting-rolls ar 
ranged to receive and apply paste to the 
creased diamonds, a cutter operating to sever 
the connecting-necks of paper, a pair of feed 
rolls O O", in front of which the pasted blanks 
are presented, a tucker P, operating to force 
the blanks into the bight of rolls O O", as de 
scribed, a receiving-drum having a series of 
pockets into which the bags are delivered by 
rolls O O", said drum having in each pocket a 
presser-plate, means for intermittently rotat 
ing the drum, means for operating the presser 
plates so that they open to receive the bags, 
close on said bags, and again open to deliver 
the same, and a pair of feed-rolls arranged to 
receive the bags from the drum and open out 
the blind fold. 

" EDWIN J. HOWLETT. 
Witnesses: 

CHAS. F. MYERs, 
D. STEWART. 
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